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Why Tableau? 

 

Transforming data into insight is critical for projects large and small. Excel has long been used 

for much of this analysis. But when it comes to visualizing data, creating interactive dashboards, 

managing unlimited data, and supporting real-time data discovery it doesn’t fit the bill. As Andy 

Kriebel of Coca-Cola Refreshments puts it, “Excel has its place. I mean, it’s a spreadsheet tool.” 

But only Tableau turns spreadsheet data into self-service BI. Meet three Tableau aficionados 

and learn how they’ve replaced what they used to do in Excel with Tableau to discover 

patterns, expose trends and uncover instant insight from their data. 
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What is Data Visualizations? 

Data visualization is, quite simply, the process of describing information through visual 

rendering. Humans have used visualizations to explain the world around them for millions of 

years. Data visualisation allows for universal and immediate insight by tapping into our mind’s 

powerful visual processing system. 

Why is Data Visualisation Important? 

Technological advances have made data visualisation more prevalent and powerful than ever 

before, increasing the importance of business intelligence. Tableau leads the world in making 

the data visualisation process available to business users of every background and industry. 

Businesses around the globe realize that the ability to visualize data effectively leads directly to 

better understanding, insight and better business decisions. 

Tableau Software enables businesses to keep pace with the evolving technology landscape and 

outperform competitors through an adaptive and intuitive means of visualizing their data. 

What is Tableau? 

Tableau is groundbreaking data visualisation software created by Tableau Software. Tableau 

connects easily to nearly any data source, be it corporate Data Warehouse, Microsoft Excel or 

web-based data. Tableau allows for instantaneous insight by transforming data into visually 

appealing, interactive visualisations called dashboards. This process takes only seconds or 

minutes rather than months or years, and is achieved through the use of an easy to use drag-

and-drop interface. 

 

 

Components of Tableau: 

 

1. Tableau Desktop 

2. Tableau Server 

3. Tableau Public 

4. Tableau Reader 

5. Tableau Online 

 

Tableau Desktop: 

 

 

• It allows the user to Create ,format & visualize the reports . 
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• All the work done will be saving in Dashboard. 

 

• There are three editions for Tableau Desktop: 

 

  

 

Tableau Server 

 

• Tableau Server is a web based business intelligence platform. 

 

• It provides business based analytics.  

 

• The reports that are published through Tableau Desktop can be viewed through this using the  

 

Live  link. 

 

• Dashboard can be uploaded to tableau server from tableau desktop. 

 

• Users can access the server by login into the Tableau Server  

 

 

Tableau Public 

 

• It’s a free product from Tableau 

 

• Visualizations enthusiast can view the data in data sets. 

 

• Data will be stored online not on the local machine. 

 

• Data will be shared via online. 

 

• The data storage capacity is 1GB 

 

 

Tableau Cloud: 

 

• Its similar to Tableau Server but the servers are stored on cloud 
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• Servers are not manage by the users but by the tableau analysts. 

 

• Its requires an annual subscriptions charges i.e. its not a free product from tableau. 

 

 

Tableau Reader: 

 

• Tableau Reader is a desktop application where users can open and view visualizations created 

in  

 

 

 

• Tableau Reader is a simple way to share analytical insights. 

 

• Its similar to Adobe Reader. 

 

 

VizQL : Tableau Query 

 

• VizQL is a visual query language that transforms drag-and-drop activities into queries and 

then  

 

Expresses that data visually. 

 

• It has ability to understand complexities of query and analysis.  

 

• It provides intuitive user experience. 

 

• VizQL is advancement in the area of data analysis and visualization.  

 

 

Tableau Benefits 

 

• Speed 

 

• Ease of use  

 

• Beautiful and interactive dashboard  
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• Direct connection  

 

• Easy publishing and sharing  

 

• Growing market. 

 

Data Warehouse Concepts: 
 

 

OLTP: Online Transaction processing. 

OLAP: Online Analytical Processing. 

DWH Cycle: OLTP 

                       ETL 

                       OLAP/DWH 

Reporting Tools. 

 

Customer  

 500 GB 

 (30 - 90 Days) 

TXN 

 (OLAP) 

TXN TYPE  

 

 

 Teradata. 

 Netzza. 

(More Concurrent Users) Big data. 

 Green Plamb. 

 

  

Source 

System1 

Source 

System2 

 
Source 

System3 

 

Source 

System5 

 

Source 

System4 

 

 

 

           (ETL) 

e.g. :Informatica 

       Data Stage 

(Transformations) 

DWH Reporting 

Tool 

 

Multi Dimension Analysis 
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Data warehouse (DWH):  The most popular definition came from Bill Inmon, who provided the 
following. 

                                            (1) Non-Volatile. 

                                             (2)Subject Oriented. 

                                             (3) Time Variant. 

                                             (4) Integrated (Collections of Data). 

DWH (Data warehouse) is a database it stores the huge data in table forms. 

 

Difference between OLTP and OLAP. 

 

NORMALIZATION: It is a process of eliminating duplicates from the table by splitting a large 
table in to smaller tables and establishing relationship between the table using primary keys 
and foreign keys. 

Primary Key: Col 1 + Col 2+Col 3+...... Composite Key. 

Foreign Key: (1) Allow duplicate Values.  

                       (2)Allow Null Values. 

E-R MODELLING: 

                              OLTP                             OLAP 

1 It is used to run the business 1 It is used to analyze the business 

2 It stores detailed data. 2 It stores summarized data.(Historical data) 

3 Less volume of data 3 Huge Volume of data.(G.B   Tera Bytes) 
                                        (Small-Midrange) 
                                        (Very Large-Peta 
Bytes)    

4 It stores recent data. 4 It stores entire historical data Information. 

5 More no. of concurrent user's. 5 Less No. of concurrent user's 

6 Normalized 6 De-Normalized. 

7 Volatile System 7 Non-Volatile System. 

8 Application Oriented 8 Subject Oriented. 

9 Non-Integrated/Independence 9 Integrated. 

10 Non-Time Variance. 10 Time-Variance. 
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E-R diagram is specialized graphic that illustrates the inter relationship between entities in a 
database. 

 

DIMESION MODELLING: 

DIMENSION:  ------------Count 

                    (1) It is a descriptive value which adds context to the fact. 

                     (2) It can be also numeric which doesn't have impact on the business. 

FACT:    /KPI’s/Measures/Metrics 

----------Sum/Max/Min/Avg 

It is a numeric Value which has impact on business. 

Dimension Keys & Fact Keys:                                       

CUST.ID: (Dim) 

Customer mobile Number: (Dim)                         REGION: (Dim) 

Customer SIGN: (Dim)                                         SUB-CATEGORY: (Dim) 

ITEM: (Dim)                                                          PROFIT: (Fact) 

QUANTITY: (Fact)                                                UNIT PRICE: (Fact)             

DISCOUNT: (Fact)                                                REVENUE: (Fact) 

 

DIMSENSION TABLES: Dimension table contains key columns (Primary keys and foreign keys) 
text or descriptive columns and numeric columns which does not have any impact on the 
business. 

EX: CUS_MOB NUM, SSN, ID, … etc 

FACT TABLE: It contains numeric columns which has impact on the business, keys and 
Degenerate dimension. 

==Facts 

==Key Columns 

Note: Fact tables are used to establish relationship b/w the dimension tables. 

Schema: Schema is used to maintain the relationship. 

(1) Star Schema 

(2) Snow Flake Schema. 
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(3) Galaxy Schema (Hybrid Schema)----(Star+ Snow flake Schema) 

Star Schema:  If a Fact table is surrounded by multiple dimension tables then such a schema is 
called as star schema 

 

 

 

Fact Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Snow Flake Schema:  If a dimension table is further divided into sub dimension tables and that 
sub dimension tables indirect related to Fact table. 

 

Fact--- Day—Month—Qtr—Year       

STORE    ID 

STORE        NAME 

STORE        ADDRESS 

STORE       MANAGER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR                       ID 

YEAR                       DATE 

QTY                         ID 

QTR                         DESCRIPTION 

MONTH                   ID 

MONTH                  DESCRIPTION 

DAY                          ID 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CUSTOMER               ID 

CUSTOMER               NAME 

CUSTOMER               ADDRESS 

CUSTOMER               SSN 

CUSTOMER               MOBILE 
CUSTOMER                   ID 

ITEM                               ID 

STORE                             ID 

DAY                                 ID                                                          
SALES 

PROFIT 

  DISCOUNT 

 

CATEGORY              ID 

CATEGORY              DESCRIPTION 

SUB-CATEGORY      ID 

SUB-CATEGORY      DESCRIPTION 

ITEM                         ID 

ITEM                         DESCRIPTION 
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Types of Dimensions: 

 Conformed Dimension 
 Shrunk Dimension 
 Degenerated Dimension 
 Role-playing dimension 
 Junk Dimension 

Shrunk Dimension: If a dimension indirect related to a fact table. 

Conformed dimension:  If a dimension is related with more than one fact table. it is conformed 
dimension. 
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Degenerate Dimension:  If a dimension table does not have its own definition it is called 
degenerate dimension. They just act as PK’s in Fact Tables.  (OR) 

A degenerate dimension is a dimension which is derived from the fact table and doesn't have its 
own dimension table. Ex .BILL NO is Degenerate Dimension key. 

. 

 

 

Role Play Dimension: If a dimension plays more than One Role. 

           Policy-start-Date 

 

                                                       Policy-end-Date 

Junk Dimension: Junk Dimension is grouping of flag columns or low cardinality  values from 
different tables into a single table. 

Dim_Gender (T1)                                                                                 Dim_Maritial_status(T2) 

 

+ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
01 

 
Male 

 
02 

 
Female 

 
01 

 
Married 

 
02 

 
Single 

                ID Gender_Status Mrt_Status 

                01                Male           Married 

                02                Male           Single 

                03                Female           Married 

                04                Female            Single 

DATE 
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                                                                         T3             

 

Slowly  Changing Dimension:  If at dimension changes slowly over a period of time it is called as 
slowly changing  dimension. 

TYPES  of SCD: 

 SCD TYPE 1 

 SCD TYPE 2 

 SCD TYPE 3 

SCD TYPE 1: In this TYPE we over write the existing value or old value with new value. 

Customer_ID Customer_Name Customer_Address 

01 

02 

03 

04 

A 

B 

C 

D 

HYD 

BNGLCHN  HYD 

Chennai 

Delhi 

 

SCD TYPE 2: In SCD TYPE 2 we maintain entire historical information by adding extra row’s to 
the table. 

Customer_ 
ID 

Customer_Name Customer_Addrs Start_Date End_Date 

02 

02 

02 

B 

B 

B 

BNGL 

CHENNAI 

HYD 

05-11-2012 

07-01-2013 

08-02-2014 

05-11-2012 

07-01-2014 

99-99-99 

 

SCD TYPE 3:  In SCD TYPE 3 we maintain only most recent historical value by adding new column 
to the table. 

Customer_ ID Customer_ Name Customer_Addrs OLDER Customer_Addrs PRESENT 

02 B HYD CHENNAI 

 

Surrogate key:  Surrogate key a similar to primary key it uniquely identifies a row in the 
dimension table. When we go for create surrogate key when we have composite primary key or 
if the primary key is defined on textual or a alpha-numeric columns it takes more index space 
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and degenerate the performance. So to improve the performance we create surrogate keys and 
surrogate key will always numeric. 

Types of Facts 

1) Additive 
2) Semi-Additive 
3) Non-Additive:  

Additive Fact: Additive fact is a fact which can be summed up across all the dimension keys in 
the fact table. 

 

 

 

 

 

Semi-Additive Fact:   

If a fact can be summed across some of the dimension keys and cannot be summed for 
other  dimension keys it is called as semi-additive fact. 

Day_ID A/C NO Current_BAL 

 
28/11/13 

 
21/11/13 

 
14/11/13 

 
15/11/13 

 
X 
 

X 
 

X 
 

X 

 
20000 

 
10000 

 
7000 

 
30000 

 

Non-Additive:  

If a fact cannot be summed across  any of the dimension key it is  a non-additive fact. 

Eg: Percentages OR Ratios. 

Profit Revenue Profit/Revenue 

   

Fact less FactTable:  

Day_ID Prod_ID Store_ID Total_Sale 

29-11-13 
29-11-13 
28-11-13 
28-11-13 

: 
: 
 

10 
10 
20 
50 
: 
: 
 

50 
60 
50 
65 
: 
: 
 

500$ 
400$ 
350$ 
200$ 

: 
: 
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Table contains only key columns and does not contain any fact or measures. Fact less 
FactTable  are used to establish relation between Dimension Tables. 

 

Item_Dim    Color_Dim 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tableau Desktop: 
 

Tableau Software Start Page. 

 

 

 

By Using Tableau we can connect to 40 + Data Sources. 

Color_ID 
Color_DESC 

Item_ID 
Item_Desc 

Item_ID 

Color_ID 
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Tableau Data Source Page: 

Here we can build the relationships and go for  

Live or extract connection based on the performance of Reports 

Tableau Home Page: 

 

 

 

Data View: 
   In the tableau data view is the place where we can see the output information in the tableau 
in the form of visuals. the data view in the tableau is comprised of various components .the 
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components are 
 
          1. Table 
                 In the tableau table is a  collection of rows and columns .If  we place any data                 
        fields in to column  shelves and rows shelves tableau automatically create a                         
 table. 
          2. Axis 
                The value across the measure in the data view is known as an Axis. 
          3. Header 
                The values across the dimension in the data view is known as header. 
          4. pane 
                The subset or sub part of the table in the tableau is known as pane 
          5.Cell 
               The basic component of the pane in the tableau is cell, cell is the smallest part or  
               smallest component in the tableau which indicates a specific information. 
          6. Marks 
               All the data values in the tableau will be indicates in the different charts types with         
         the help of marks card. 
           7. Field label 
                      In tableau all the dimension names and the measures in the tableau indicates            
         field labels. 
           8. Legend 
                In tableau data view can be displayed in the different size and colors with the help         
         of size legend and color legend. 

   9. Title, caption, summary 

                    to the data view in the tableau we can add title ,caption and summary to make           

            the data view more on formative.  

Types of Filters 

 

In tableau, filters are mainly used to display the required data by eliminating the unwanted 

data from the data view.  

The main advantages of filters are it will save our time during analysis because of it keeps only 

the required data. 

               

1. Data Source Filters        

2. Quick Filter 

3. Filters on Dimensions 

4. Filters on Measures 

5. Filters on Dates 
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6. Context Filter 

7. Global Filter 

 

 

1. Data Source Filters: 

Go to Data Source and add Filter, or filter out the data by writing a Custom Sql Query and apply 

where clause. 

 

Example: 

 

Go to tableau Data Source and Click on FiltersEdit Data Source Filters, 

and add the filter to restrict the data across Data Source Level. 

 
 

Add Category to filter as shown below. 
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2. Quick Filter: 

 

Quick Filter is used to Interact with the View or a Dashboard. 

 

Example: 

Right Click on any Dimension Show Quick Filter (<=9.1 Version) or  

Show Filter (9.2 Version) 
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3. Filters On Dimensions: 

 

Apply Filter on Dimension to restrict unwanted data. 

 

Example: 

Drag Category in to Filter Shelves and Select the required elements to include the data. 
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At the filter shelve the dimensions in the tableau can be filtered in four different ways  

 

General: Select the values to include into the report 

 

 

Wild Card:  Use wild card characters and we can filter out the data 

 

-Contains 

-Starts with 

-Ends with 

-Exactly Matches with 

 

 

Condition:  

Apply the condition to filter the values 
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Example:  Sum (Sales)>200000. 

 

 

Top: 

 

We can apply top or bottom based on measures. 

 

Example:  

 

Top 10 by Sum (Sales) 

Bottom 10 by Sum (Sales) 

 

 

4. Filters on Measures: 

 

If we want to apply filter condition on the top of measure, then drag measures into filter 

shelves 

 

Example: 

 

Drag Sales in to filter shelves. 
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- Range Of Values 

We can select the range of values with minimum and maximum range 
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- At Least 

We can select the minimum range of values 

 

 
 

- At most 
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We can select the maximum range of values 

 

 
 

- Special 
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5. Filters on Dates: 

 

 

 In tableau the dates can be filtered in three ways 

 

 - Descrete dates: 

 

These are similar to Filters on Dimensions. 

Example: 

Place Year in to filter and click Years. 

 

 
 

 

Relative and Range of Dates…… 
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-   Range of dates: 

 

We can select the range of dates as shown below 

Example: 

Drag Date Dimension on Filter…….. then we can select Range of Dates. 
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And we have options to set the filters as  

Start Date and End Date as well. 

 

-  Relative date’s: 

 

We can select the filters with relative dates as shown below. 

 

Example: 

We can go with Year or Quarter…….etc 

 

And we have an option to set anchor relative to date. 

 

Where we can set the actual business related date. 

 

And by using Relative dates  

 

We can select Last # Years, Months, Weeks,,,,,,,, 
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6. Context Filter: 

 

In tableau all the filters will compute independently. It means each and every   filter will 

access the complete data from the data source without depending on other filters. 

If you want to create dependent filtering in tableau then we have to make use of the 

context filters In context filtering the context filter will act on the complete data source 

where as all the normal filters will acts on the data given by the context filters. 
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Advantages:            

           

            1.  Context filter will improve the performance. Reason being all the normal  

                  filters in context filtering will access only context filter but not the data 

                  source. 

            2.  Context filter will   be appearing in the grey color. 

            3.  Always the context filters will appears on the top of the filter shelf.  

                  it is not possible  to change the position of the context filter. 

            4.  While performing the context filtering tableau will create a temporary   

                 table to hold the context data. The data will be used by the normal filters                         

        repeatedly.  Tableau creates that temporary table in the data source.  

            5.  If our data source is MS Excel, MS Access, Text file the temporary table 

                   is created as an MS Access in the tableau itself. 

            6. If our data source are in the database like Oracle.SQL Server, DB2, etc 

                 tableau will create the temporary table in that database. 

                 so to create the temporary table  on database we must have the  

                 permission to create the temporary table. 

             7. For multi dimensional data sources tableau will not create any 

                temporary table. 

             8 .If you want to remove any context from the context filter right click  

              on the context filter and select remove from the context.  
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             9. If we remove the context from the context filter tableau will removes  

                 only the context but not filter from the filter shelf. Simply it converts the  

                context filter to the   normal filters. 

  

7. Global Filter: 

 

We can choose the filter with to apply across all the work sheets or all the dimension which is 

using this data source. 

 

 
 

 

Or we can apply only selected worksheets…. 
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Hierarchies: 
 

Hierarchies in Tableau provide drill down action to the tableau report. With the help of tiny + 

and – symbols, we can navigate from higher level to nested level or lower level. In this article 

we will show you, How to create hierarchies in Tableau reports with example. 

 

To create a Hierarchy  

Right click on dimension and create Hierarchy. 
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Or 

We can drag a dimension into another dimension……. 

 

 
 

Then we can use the hierarchy in Rows or Columns 
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We have an option for   +   to drill down to next level. 

 

 
 

 

Groups: 
 

In tableau the groups are mainly used for the effective created new field representation of the 

data  

In tableau if you create any group tableau will automatically create new field. 

 

Under the dimensions of the data window in tableau the group can be created 

at the header level, at the data view level, at the data field level also.  
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Right click on any Dimension 

Create Group 

 

Example: 

I have a Dimension called Month, 

And my requirement is to create Quarter on the top of Month then 

 

Right click on Month  Create Group 

 

 
 

Then we can group 3 months in to one group that is “Q1”…….. 

Repeat for next 3 Quarters….. 
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Now we can use this quarter as a Dimension. 

  

 

If you created any group tableau will create a separate data field under the dimension.  

IN tableau with the help of the groups we can able to encode the data view differently for each 

and every group. 

 

While working with dates and if u wants to create the groups in the dates we need to take the 

exact dates. 

On the data parts if it is not possible to create a group. 

 At the data field level it is not possible to perform. 
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 The grouping on the multiple fields. Only at the data view level we can able to perform the 

groping on the multiple fields. 

 

We cannot perform a calculation on the top of Group. 

Sets: 
 

Sets are the custom fields in the tableau based on some condition. 

Set always contain some part of data field or subset of the data.  

1. If we create a set tableau automatically creates a new field and it will store that new 

field separately in the sets tab of the data window. 

 

 

      Types of sets: 

               In tableau we are having two types of sets. 

                     1. Constant set 

                     2.computed set 

Constant set: 

                 In constant set data is always constant .It will never get change. Set without a 

condition is known as constant set. 

 

Computed set: 

       Set with a condition is known as dynamic set or computed set. Data in the 

computed set will change dynamically based on some condition. 

 

 How we can display top 5 and Bottom 5 sales in same view? 

      

 

Scenario: Sets for Top 5 

Step 1  

Open a new workbook and connect to the Superstore sample data source. 

Step 2  

Right-click Subcategory, select Create > Set. 

Step 3  

In the Create Set dialog box, do the following:  
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1. In the Name text box, type Top 5 Sub-Category by Sales. 

2. On the Top tab, select By Field, and then select Sales from the field list 

and Sum from the aggregation list. Give Top 5. 

 

Repeat the same as above and create bottom 5 sales. 

Now go to sets ---- 

Make use of CTRL + copy two sets then create a combined set. 

 

 
 

 
 

Select “All Members in both Sets” 
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Click OK. 

 

 

Combining set:  

 

In tableau we can combine two sets in to a single set in 4 different ways. 

 

 

               1. By displaying all the numbers from both sets. 

 

               2. By displaying only the common numbers from both the sets. 

 

               3. By displaying only the numbers who are the part of the first 

                list. 

 

               4. By displaying only the numbers who are the part of second 

                   set. 

 

 

Note:    If you want combine to sets in the tableau the rules is two sets should based on the 

same dimension. 

  

 

 

 

Bins: 

 

On the measures in the tableau it is not possible to create a set if our requirement is to set on a 

measure. The possible available option is bin. 

 

     Bin is a container which holds the required values placing all the required data values in one 

area or in one container is known as binning. 
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     To create a bin we need to specify the size of bin. Based size of the bin tableau will create a 

container and it will place all the values in 

   

     the range at the container. 

 

     Bins are mainly used to find out the distribution of the values in the tableau. if you create 

any bin in tableau, create a new bin field under the dimension. 

 

     Tableau creates a bin based on the individual values of each and every measure but not on 

the aggregated values. 

 

 

Actions: 

 

   In tableau actions are mainly used to add the interactive and context to the sheets. With the 

help of the actions. 
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 In tableau we can enable the communication between multiple sheets in the tableau, 

worksheets, webpage and also .we can add the context and highlighting between two 

sheets. Actions in the tableau can be implemented at the worksheet level and at the dashboard 

level 

 

the actions in the tableau are divided in to 3 types 

 

 1.  Filter actions 

 2.  URL actions 

3.  Highlight action 

 

 

1. Filter actions: 

Filter actions enable the communication between multiple sheets in the tableau. 

Sheets can be either worksheet or dashboard. 

Filter actions it enable the interactivity between multiple sheets by allowing communication 

between multiple sheets. 
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2. URL actions 

 

 

               URL actions enable the communication between worksheet and webpage. Worksheet, 

external files and even in between worksheet and the ftp. With the help of the url action in 

tableau we can display the complete information of any object to a webpage. 
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3. Highlight action 

 

 

             Highlight action acts be context between multiple sheets with the help of the Highlight 

action in the tableau we can Highlight the require part and we can dim all other parts of the 

sheet. 
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   Running actions: 

             in tableau we can run the actions in 3 ways 

 

                           1. Hover 

                           2.select 

                           3.menu 

Hover: 

 

        If you want to run the actions using hover tableau will automatically displays the target 

values by placing the pointer on the source value. this option works well for highlight and filter 

actions. 

Select: 

 

      If you want to run the actions using select we need to select the required source value to 

displays the relative target value .this option works well for all the 3 types of actions. 

Menu: 

 

      IF you want to run the actions using menu we have to select the require source value 

tableau automatically display a  hyper  link we need to click on the hyper link to see the 

required  target this option works well for filter and url actions. 

 

 

Parameters: 

 

Parameters are dynamic filters… 

 

We can use parameters in  

 Filters 

 Groups 

 Sets 

 Actions 
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 Parameters 

 Calculation Fields 

  

 

 

      All the values in the calculated field are static if you want make use of the dynamic values in 

place of static values we have to make use of a parameter .parameter will replace static value in 

the calculations, filters extra. in tableau we can create a different types of parameters 

like string, integer,Boolean,date, extra  to the parameter based on the data type we can add 

the values  manually. We can add the values from field and even we can add from clipboard 

also. 

 

  Note: 

 

     At a time the parameter we can select only single value multi values selection is not 

available. 

 

 

By Using a parameter we can create dynamic Dimension, Measure, Sheets…… 

1. Dynamic Dimension        

        

1. Create Parameter Include all the Dimension   eg: Category, Sub-Category, 

and Region    

2. Create Cal Column by using Parameter with Case stmt      

  

3. Use Cal Column as Dimension……Show Parameter Control     

         

CASE [Dynamic Dimension]        

WHEN "Category" THEN [Category]        

WHEN "Sub-Category" THEN [Sub-Category]        

WHEN "Region" THEN [Region]        

END        
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2. Dynamic Measure        

        

1. Create a Parameter with Sales and Profit        

2. Create a Parameter wit Aggregation Sum/Avg/Min/Max      

  

3. Create a Cal Column based on two parameters       

        

Calculated Column:        

IF [Measure]="Sales" AND [AGG]="Sum" THEN SUM([Sales])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Sales" AND [AGG]="Avg" THEN AVG([Sales])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Sales" AND [AGG]="Max" THEN MAX([Sales])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Sales" AND [AGG]="Min" THEN MIN([Sales])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Profit" AND [AGG]="Sum" THEN SUM([Profit])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Profit" AND [AGG]="Avg" THEN AVG([Profit])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Profit" AND [AGG]="Max" THEN MAX([Profit])     

   

ELSEIF [Measure]="Profit" AND [AGG]="Min" THEN MIN([Profit])     

   

END        
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3. Dynamic sheet        

        

1. Create a Parameter with sheet names….eg:  BAR/ LINE/ AREA and add ALL   

     

2. Create a Cal column with Simple Parameter (Sheet)….no case or if conditions   

     

3. Go to sheets and places the cal column in filter        

4. Use Custom Value List in Filter and add   Sheet Name and   ALL     

   

5. Repaet for all the sheets        

6. Create a Dashboard with all the sheets and show parameter control    

    

        

Creating Parameters 

 

You can create a new parameter based on a selected field in the Data pane, or you can create a 

new parameter from any location where you can use a parameter (for example, as you add a 

reference line or create a filter). Follow the instructions below to create a new parameter from 

the Data pane. 

1. In the Data pane, right-click (Control-click on a Mac) a field to base the parameter on 

and select Create > Parameter. 

Alternatively, you can use the drop-down arrow in the upper right corner and 

select Create Parameter. 
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2. In the Create Parameter dialog box, give the field a Name and optionally write 

a Comment to describe the parameter. 

 

 

 

 

3. Specify the data type for the values it will accept: 
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4. Specify a current value. This is the default value for the parameter. 

  

5. Specify the display format to use in the parameter control. 

  

6. Specify how the parameter will accept values. You can select from the following options: 

o All - the parameter control is a simple type in field. 

o List - the parameter control provides a list of possible values for you to select 

from. 

o Range - the parameter control lets you select values within a specified range. 

The availability of these options is determined by the data type. For example, a string 

parameter can only accept all values or a list. It does not support a range. 

If you select List, you must specify the list of values. Click in the left column to type a 

value. Each value can also have a display alias. You can copy and paste a list of values by 

clicking Paste from Clipboard. Alternatively you can add the members of a field as the 

list of values by selecting Add from Field. 
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If you select Range you must specify a minimum, maximum and step size. For example, 

you can define a date range between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010, with the 

step size set to 1 month to create a parameter control that lets you select each month in 

2010. 

  

7. When finished, click OK. 

The parameter is listed in the Parameters section at the bottom of the Data pane. 
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It is also available everywhere else you can use a parameter—for example, on the Top 

tab in the Filter dialog box, or in the Reference Line dialog box. Parameters are global 

across the workbook and can be used in any worksheet. 

  

Using Parameters in Filters 

Parameters give you a way to dynamically modify values in a TopN filters. Rather than manually 

setting the number of values you want to show in the filter, you can use a parameter. Then 

when you want to change the value, you open the parameter control and the filter updates. For 

example, when creating a filter to show the Top 10 products based on total profit, you may 

want to use a parameter instead of the fixed “10” value. That way, you can the quickly update 

the filter to show the top 10, 20, or 30 products. 

A list of parameters is available in the drop-down lists on the Top tab of the Filter dialog box. 

Select the parameter you want to use in the filter. 
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To show the parameter control, right-click the parameter in the Data pane and select Show 

Parameter Control. Use the parameter control to modify the filter to show the top 10 products, 

15 products, 20 products, and so on. 
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Using Parameters in Reference Lines 

Parameters give you a way to dynamically modify a reference line, band, or box. For example 

instead of showing a reference line at a fixed location on the axis, you can reference a 

parameter. Then you can use the parameter control to move the reference line. 

A list of parameters is available in the Value drop-down list in the Add Reference Line, Band, or 

Box dialog box. Select the parameter you want to use. 

 

The reference line is drawn at the Current Value specified by the parameter. To open the 

parameter control, right-click (Control-click on a Mac) the parameter in the Data pane and then 

select Show Parameter Control. Use the parameter control to change where the reference line 

is drawn. 

  

Parameter Controls 

The parameter control is a worksheet card that lets you modify the parameter value. Parameter 

controls are very similar to filter cards in that they contain controls that modify the view. You 

can open parameter controls on worksheets and dashboards and they are included when you 

save to the web or publish to Tableau Server. 
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To open the parameter control, right-click (Control-click) the parameter in the Data pane and 

select Show Parameter Control. 

 

Like other cards, parameter controls have a menu that you can open using the drop-down 

arrow in the upper right corner of the card. Use this menu to customize the display of the 

control. For example, you can show a list of values as radio buttons, a compact list, a slider, or a 

type in field. The options available on this menu depend on the data type of the parameter as 

well as whether it accepts all, a list, or a range of values 

 

  

Example – Add a Parameter to a Map View 

This example uses the World Indicators sample data source to demonstrate the following: 

 How to build a map view that shows the birth rate for each country in the world. 

 How to create a calculated field that distinguishes countries with a low birth rate from 

those with a high birth rate. 

 How to create and display a parameter so that users can set the threshold for low vs. 

high birth rate. 
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Build a map view 

1. Double-click Latitude and then Longitude in the Data pane. 

Tableau puts Longitude on Columns, Latitude on Rows, and displays a map of the 

world. 

2. Drag the Year dimension to Filters. 

3. In the Filter Field [Year] dialog box, choose Years and then click Next: 

 

4. In the Filter [Year of Year] dialog box, select 2012 and then click OK: 
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5. Drag the Country dimension to Detail. 

6. Set the Marks type to Filled Map: 
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7. Drag the Birth Rate measure to Label. 

You now have a map that shows birth rates for countries around the world: 
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You can zoom the map or hover to see a tooltip for any country. 

Create a calculated field to set a threshold 

Next, you'll distinguish a low birth rate from a high birth rate. 

1. Select Create Calculated Field from the Analysis menu. 

2. Name the field High Birth Rate and type or paste this calculation in the formula field: 

IF ([Birth Rate]) >= 0.014 THEN "High" ELSE "Low" END 

The value 0.014 is equivalent to 1.4%.  

The range of actual values that we can see on the map range from below 1% up to 

nearly 5%. 

When you click OK to apply and save this calculation, Tableau categorizes it as a 

dimension. 

3. Drag High Birth Rate to Color. 
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The map now shows low birth rate countries in one color and high birth rate countries in 

another: 

 

But the definition of high birth rate as anything equal to or greater than 1.4% is 

arbitrary—that value was chosen because it divided the world's countries about evenly. 

Instead, you can let users define that threshold, or to give them a control that they can 

use to see how changing the threshold changes the map. To do this, you create a 

parameter. 

Create a parameter 

1. Right-click (control-click on a Mac) in the Data pane and choose Create Parameter 

2. In the Create Parameter dialog box, name the new parameter Set Birth Rate and 

configure it as shown: 
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For information on the fields in the Create Parameter dialog box, see Creating 

Parameters. 

Because the Data Type is Float, the parameter control, when you display it in the next 

procedure, will be in the form of a slider. This is because floating point values are 

continuous—there are an infinite number of possible values. 

The Current value sets the default for the parameter: 0.019 is 1.9%. The Range of 

values section sets the minimum and the maximum values and the step size—that is, 

the least amount by which the value can change. 

3. Click OK when you're done to exit the Create Parameter dialog box. 

Create and display the parameter control 

Now you must connect the parameter to the High Birth Rate field. 

1. Right-click High Birth Rate in the Data pane and choose Edit. 

2. Replace the hard-coded 0.014 value in the field definition with the parameter name: 

IF ([Birth Rate]) >= [Set Birth Rate] THEN "High" ELSE "Low" END 

http://onlinehelp.tableau.com/current/pro/online/windows/en-us/parameters_create.html
http://onlinehelp.tableau.com/current/pro/online/windows/en-us/parameters_create.html
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3. Right-click the Set Birth Rate parameter in the Data pane and choose Show Parameter 

Control. 

By default, the parameter control is shown on the right. Now you and users of your view can 

raise or lower this value incrementally to see how changing the definition of "high birth rate" 

affects the map. 

  

 

Calculated Columns: 

 

By using Calculated Fields we can create any conditional columns which are not possible 

directly. 

 

We can create a Calculated Column by using 

 

Go to Tool Bar  

Analysis Create a Calculated column….. 
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Types of calculations in Tableau….. 

 

 Quick Table Calculations 

 Add Table Calculations 

 

Quick Table Calculation: 

Right click on measure……  
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Add Table Calculations: 

 

 
 

 

Example: 

Difference From: 
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Sample Table: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

1. Table (Across) 

Table (Across) is a Calculate Along option. The chart below uses Table (Across) to set the 

addressing to compute along the entire table, moving horizontally through each partition.  

When calculation addressing is set to Table( Across), the fields that span horizontally across the 

table are the addressing fields (Category and Region). All the other fields (Year, Quarter) are 

partitioning. The view below shows using the “% of Total” Table Calculation with the Table 

(Across) setting. The addressing fields are shown in orange while partitioning fields are shown 

in blue. 
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That means that each partition will be the combination of Year and Quarter. You can see in the 

view below that the first partition is defined as Q1 2008. The second partition is Q2 2008. 

 

 

2. Table (Down) 

This option sets the addressing to compute along the entire table moving vertically through 

each partition. For example, the same view from above is shown below with the addressing set 

to compute along Table Down. The fields that span vertically (Year, Quarter) are now the 

addressing fields and the rest of the fields are partitioning (Category and Region). The 

addressing fields are shown in orange while partitioning fields are shown in blue. 
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That means that each partition is the combination of Category and Region. In this case, the first 

partition is Furniture in the Central Region 

 

3.  Table (Across then Down) 

This option sets the addressing to compute across the entire table horizontally and then down 

the table vertically. This means that both the fields that span across the table and down the 

table are addressing fields. 
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That means that the entire table is the partition. The computation will compute across, move to 

the next row and continue to compute across, and so on. 

 

 

4. Pane (Across) 

This option sets to compute across the pane horizontally. The fields that span across the pane 

horizontally are the addressing fields. However, the fields that separate the panes are now 

partitioning fields. In the example below Category becomes a partitioning field along with Year 

and Quarter. Region is the addressing field. 

 

That means that the combination of Year, Quarter, and Category is the partition. 
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5. Pane (Down) 

This option sets the addressing to compute down the table within the pane. The fields that 

separate the pane (Category and Year) are partitioning fields. In addition, the Region field 

becomes a partitioning field while the Quarter field is the addressing field. 

 

That means that the combination of Year, Category, and Region is the partition. 
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6. Pane (Across then Down) 

This option sets the addressing to compute across within the pane, then move to the next row 

and continue to compute across. The addresssing fields are both the fields that run across the 

table horizontally and down the table vertically (Region and Quarter). The partitioning fields are 

the fields that define the pane (Category and Year). 

 

 

That means that the combination of Category and Year make up the partition. 
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7.  Cell 

This option sets the addressing to the indvidual cells in the table. All fields become partitioning 

fields. This option is generally most useful when computing a percent of total calculation. 

 

That means that the partition is the combination of Category, Region, Year, and Quarter. 
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Helper Functions 

Certain table calculation functions provide information about the relative position of an item 

within a partition. These can be used in a view or more commonly they are used as part of 

other calculations.  

First( ) 

Returns the number of rows from the current row to the first row in the partition. For example, 

the view below shows quarterly sales. When FIRST() is computed within the Date partition, the 

offset of the first row from the second row is -1. 

 

Example (when current row index is 3): FIRST() = -2 

 

 

 

LAST( ) 

Returns the number of rows from the current row to the last row in the partition. For example, 

the table below shows quarterly sales. When LAST() is computed within the Date partition, the 

offset of the last row from the second row is 5 
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Example (when the current row index is 3 of 7): LAST() = 4 

INDEX( ) 

Returns the index of the current row in the partition. The first row index starts at 1. For 

example, the table below shows quarterly sales. When INDEX() is computed within teh Date 

partition, the index of each row is 1, 2, 3, 4...etc. 

 

Example (for the third row in the partition): INDEX() = 3 

SIZE() 

Returns the number of rows in the partition. For example, the view below shows quarterly 

sales. Within the Date partition, there are seven rows so the Size() of the Date partition is 7. 
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Example (partition has 5 rows): SIZE() = 5 

 

Functions: 

 

Number Functions  

ABS(number)  

Returns the absolute value of the given number. 

Examples 

ABS(-7) = 7 

ABS([Budget Variance]) 

The second example returns the absolute value for all the numbers contained in the Budget 

Variance field. 

ACOS(number) 

Returns the arc cosine of the given number. The result is in radians. 

Example 

ACOS(-1) = 3.14159265358979 

ASIN(number) 

Returns the arc sine of a given number. The result is in radians. 

Example 

ASIN(1) = 1.5707963267949 

ATAN(number) 

Returns the arc tangent of a given number. The result is in radians. 
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Example 

ATAN(180) = 1.5652408283942 

ATAN2(y number, x number) 

Returns the arc tangent of two given numbers (x and y). The result is in radians. 

Example 

ATAN2(2, 1) = 1.10714871779409 

COS(number) 

Returns the cosine of a given number specified in radians. The number is in radians. 

Example 

COS(PI( ) /4) = 0.707106781186548 

COT(number) 

Returns the cotangent of a given number specified in radians. The number is in radians. 

Example 

COT(PI( ) /4) = 1 

DEGREES(number) 

Converts a given number in radians to degrees. 

Example 

DEGREES(PI( )/4) = 45.0 

EXP(number) 

Returns e raised to the power of the given number. 

Examples 

EXP(2) = 7.389 

EXP(-[Growth Rate]*[Time]) 

LN(number) 

Returns the natural logarithm of a number. Returns Null if number is less than or equal to 0. 

LOG(number [, base]) 

Returns the logarithm of a number for the given base. If the base value is omitted, base 10 is 

used. 
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MAX(number, number) 

Returns the maximum of the two arguments, which must be of the same type. Returns Null if 

either argument isNull. MAX can also be applied to a single field in an aggregate calculation. 

Examples 

MAX(4,7) 

MAX(Sales,Profit) 

MAX([First Name],[Last Name]) 

MIN(number, number) 

Returns the minimum of the two arguments, which must be of the same type. Returns Null if 

either argument isNull. MIN can also be applied to a single field in an aggregate calculation. 

Examples 

MIN(4,7) 

MIN(Sales,Profit) 

MIN([First Name],[Last Name]) 

PI( ) 

Returns the numeric constant pi: 3.14159. 

POWER(number, power) 

Raises the number to the specified power. 

Examples 

POWER(5,2) = 52 = 25 

POWER(Temperature, 2) 

You can also use the ^ symbol: 

5^2 = POWER(5,2) = 25 

Radians (number) 

Converts the given number from degrees to radians. 

Example 

RADIANS(180) = 3.14159 

ROUND(number, [decimals]) 
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Rounds numbers to a specified number of digits. The decimals argument specifies how many 

decimal points of precision to include in the final result, and it is not required. If decimals is 

omitted, number is rounded to the nearest integer. 

Example 

Tjos example rounds every Sales value to an integer: 

ROUND(7.3) = 7ROUND(-6.9) = -7ROUND(123.47,1) = 123.5ROUND(Sales) 

Note that some databases such as MS SQL Server, allow specification of a negative length, 

where -1 roundsnumber to 10’s, -2 rounds to 100’s, and so on. This is not true of all databases 

to which you can connect. For example, it is not true of Excel or Access. 

SIGN(number) 

Returns the sign of a number: The possible return values are -1 if the number is negative, 0 if 

the number is zero, or 1 if the number is positive. 

Example 

If the average of the profit field is negative, then 

SIGN(AVG(Profit)) = -1 

SIN(number) 

Returns the sine of a number specified in radians. The result is in radians. 

Example 

SIN(0) = 1.0SIN(PI( )/4) = 0.707106781186548 

SQRT(number) 

Returns the square root of a number. 

Example 

SQRT(25) = 5 

SQUARE(number) 

Returns the square of a number. 

Example 

SQUARE(5) = 25 

TAN(number) 

Returns the tangent of a number specified in radians. The result is in radians. 

Example 
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TAN(PI ( )/4) = 1.0 

ZN(expression) 

Returns the expression if it is not null, otherwise returns zero. Use this function to use zero 

values instead of null values. 

Example 

ZN([Profit]) = [Profit] 

 

String Functions 

ASCII(string) 

Return the ASCII code for the first character of string. 

Example 

ASCII('A') = 65 

CHAR(number) 

Returns the character encoded by the ASCII code number. 

Example 

CHAR(65) = 'A' 

Contains(string, substring) 

Returns true if the given string contains the specified substring. 

Example 

CONTAINS(“Calculation”, “alcu”) = true 

ENDSWITH(string, substring) 

Returns true if the given string ends with the specified substring. Trailing white spaces are 

ignored. 

Example 

ENDSWITH(“Tableau”, “leau”) = true 

FIND(string, substring, [start]) 
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Returns the index position of substring in string, or 0 if the substring isn’t found. If the optional 

argument startis added, the function ignores any instances of substring that appear before the 

index position start. The first character in the string is position 1. 

Examples 

FIND("Calculation", "alcu") = 2 

FIND("Calculation", "Computer") = 0 

FIND("Calculation", "a", 3) = 7 

FIND("Calculation", "a", 2) = 2 

FIND("Calculation", "a", 8) = 0 

LEFT(string, number) 

Returns the left-most number of characters in the string. 

Example 

LEFT("Matador", 4) = "Mata" 

LEN(string) 

Returns the length of the string. 

Example 

LEN("Matador") = 7 

LOWER(string) 

Returns string, with all characters lowercase. 

Example 

LOWER("ProductVersion") = "productversion" 

LTRIM(string) 

Returns the string with any leading spaces removed. 

Example 

LTRIM(" Matador ") = "Matador " 

MAX(a, b) 

Returns the maximum of a and b (which must be of the same type). This function is usually used 

to compare numbers, but also works on strings. With strings, MAX finds the value that is 

highest in the sort sequence defined by the database for that column. It returns Null if either 

argument is Null. 
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Example 

MAX ("Apple","Banana") = "Banana" 

MID(string, start, [length]) 

Returns the string starting at index position start. The first character in the string is position 1. If 

the optional argument length is added, the returned string includes only that number of 

characters. 

Examples 

MID("Calculation", 2) = "alculation" 

MID("Calculation", 2, 5) ="alcul" 

MIN(a, b) 

Returns the minimum of a and b (which must be of the same type). This function is usually used 

to compare numbers, but also works on strings. With strings, MIN finds the value that is lowest 

in the sort sequence. It returnsNull if either argument is Null. 

Example 

MIN ("Apple","Banana") = "Apple" 

REPLACE(string, substring, replacement) 

Searches string for substring and replaces it with replacement. If substring is not found, the 

string is not changed. 

Example 

REPLACE("Version8.5", "8.5", "9.0") = "Version9.0" 

RIGHT(string, number) 

Returns the right-most number of characters in string. 

Example 

RIGHT("Calculation", 4) = "tion" 

RTRIM(string) 

Returns string with any trailing spaces removed. 

Example 

RTRIM(" Calculation ") = " Calculation" 

SPACE(number) 
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Returns a string that is composed of the specified number of repeated spaces. 

Example 

SPACE(1) = " " 

STARTSWITH(string, substring) 

Returns true if string stars with substring. Leading white spaces are ignored. 

Example 

STARTSWITH(“Joker”, “Jo”) = true 

TRIM(string) 

Returns the string with leading and trailing spaces removed. For example, TRIM(" Calculation ") 

= "Calculation" 

UPPER(string) 

Returns string, with all characters uppercase. 

Example 

UPPER("Calculation") = "CALCULATION" 

 

 

 

 

Date Functions 

Tableau provides a variety of date functions. Many of the examples use the # symbol with date 

expressions. SeeFormatting Literals for an explanation of this symbol. Additionally, many date 

functions usedate_part, which is a constant string argument. The valid date_part values that 

you can use are: 

DATE_PART VALUES 

'year' Four-digit year 

'quarter' 1-4 

'month' 1-12 or “January”, “February”, and so on 

'dayofyear' Day of the year; Jan 1 is 1, Feb 1 is 32, and so on 

'day' 1-31 

'weekday' 1-7 or “Sunday”, “Monday”, and so on 

'week' 1-52 

http://onlinehelp.tableau.com/v8.0/pro/online/en-us/functions_formatliterals.html
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DATE_PART VALUES 

'hour' 0-23 

'minute' 0-59 

'second' 0-60 

 

DATEADD(date_part, increment, date) 

Returns an increment added to date. The type of increment is specified in date_part. 

Example 

DATEADD('month', 3, #April 15, 2004#) = #July 15, 2004# 

This expression adds three months to the date #April 15, 2004#, and results in #July 15, 2004#. 

DATEDIFF(date_part, date1, date2) 

Returns the difference between date1 and date2 expressed in units of date_part. 

Example 

DATEDIFF('month', #July 15, 2004#, #April 15, 2004#) = -3 

This expression returns -3 because April is three months before July. 

DATENAME(date_part, date) 

Returns date_part of date as a string. 

Examples 

DATENAME('year', #April 15, 2004#) = "2004" 

DATENAME('month', #April 15, 2004#) = "April" 

DATEPART(date_part, date) 

Returns date_part of date as an integer. 

Examples 

DATEPART('year', #April 15, 2004#) = 2004 

DATEPART('month', #April 15, 2004#) = 4 

DATETRUNC(date_part, date) 

Truncates the specified date to the accuracy specified by the date_part. This function returns a 

new date. For example, when you truncate a date that is in the middle of the month at the 

month level, this function returns the first day of the month. 

Examples 
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DATETRUNC('quarter', #August 15, 2005#) = July 1, 2005 

DATETRUNC('month', #April 15, 2007#) = April 1, 2007 

DAY(date) 

Returns the day of the given date as an integer. 

Example 

DAY(#April 12, 2005#) = 12 

ISDATE(string) 

Returns true if a given string is a valid date. 

Example 

ISDATE("April 15, 2004") = = true 

MAKEDATETIME(date, time) 

Returns a datetime that combines a date and a time. The date can be a date, datetime, or a 

string type. The time must be a datetime. This function is available only for MySQL connections. 

Examples 

MAKEDATETIME("1899-12-30", #07:59:00#) = #12/30/1899 7:59:00 AM# 

MAKEDATETIME([Date], [Time]) = #1/1/2001 6:00:00 AM# 

MAX(expression) or MAX(expr1, expr2) 

Usually applied to numbers but also works on dates. Returns the maximum 

of a and b (a and b must be of the same type). Returns Null if either argument is Null. 

Examples 

MAX(#January 1, 2004# ,#March 1, 2004#) = #March 1, 2004# 

MAX([ShipDate1], [ShipDate2]) 

MIN(expression) or MIN(expr1, expr2) 

Usually applied to numbers but also works on dates. Returns the minimum 

of a and b (a and b must be of the same type). Returns Null if either argument is Null. 

Examples 

MIN(#January 1, 2004# ,#March 1, 2004#) = #January 1, 2004# 

MIN([ShipDate1], [ShipDate2]) 

MONTH(date) 

Returns the month of the given date as an integer. 
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Example 

MONTH(#April 12, 2005#) = 4 

NOW( ) 

Returns the current date and time. 

Example 

NOW( ) = #5/10/2006 1:08:21 PM# 

TODAY( ) 

Returns the current date. 

Example 

TODAY( ) = #5/10/2006# 

YEAR (date) 

Returns the year of the given date as an integer. 

Example 

YEAR(#April 12, 2005#) = 2005 

 

 

Type Conversion 

The result of any expression in a calculation can be converted to a specific data type. The 

conversion functions areSTR(), DATE(), DATETIME(), INT(), and FLOAT(). For example, if you 

want to cast a floating point number like 3.14 as an integer, you could write INT(3.14). The 

result would be 3, which is an integer. The casting functions are described below. 

A boolean can be cast to an integer, float, or string, It cannot be cast to a date. True is 1, 1.0, or 

“1”, while False is 0, 0.0 or “0”. Unknown maps to Null. 

DATE(expression) 

Returns a date given a number, string, or date expression. 

Examples 

DATE([Employee Start Date]) 

DATE("April 15, 2004") = #April 15, 2004# 

DATE("4/15/2004") 

DATE(#2006-06-15 14:52#) = #2006-06-15# 
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Quotation marks are required in the second and third examples. 

DATETIME(expression) 

Returns a datetime given a number, string, or date expression. 

Example 

DATETIME(“April 15, 2005 07:59:00”) = April 15, 2005 07:59:00 

FLOAT(expression) 

Casts its argument as a floating point number. 

Examples 

FLOAT(3) = 3.000 

FLOAT([Age]) converts every value in the Age field to a floating point number. 

INT(expression) 

Casts its argument as an integer. For expressions, this function truncates results to the closest 

integer toward zero. 

Examples 

INT(8.0/3.0) = 2 

INT(4.0/1.5) = 2 

INT(0.50/1.0) = 0 

INT(-9.7) = -9 

When a string is converted to an integer it is first converted to a float and then rounded. 

STR(expression) 

Casts its argument as a string. 

Example 

STR([Age]) takes all of the values in the measure called Age and converts them to strings. 

 

 

Logical Functions 

CASE expression WHEN value1 THEN return1 WHEN value2 THEN return2…ELSE default return 

END 

Use the CASE function to perform logical tests and return appropriate values. CASE is often 

easier to use than IIF or IF THEN ELSE. The CASE function evaluates expression, compares it to a 
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sequence of values, value1, value2, etc., and returns a result. When a value that 

matches expression is encountered, CASE returns the corresponding return value. If no match is 

found, the default return expression is used. If there is no default return and no values match, 

then Null is returned. 

Typically, you use an IF function to perform a sequence of arbitrary tests, and you use a CASE 

function to search for a match to an expression. But a CASE function can always be rewritten as 

an IF function , although the CASE function will generally be more concise. 

Many times you can use a group to get the same results as a complicated case function. 

Examples 

CASE [Region] WHEN “West” THEN 1 WHEN “East” THEN 2 ELSE 3 END 

CASE LEFT(DATENAME(‘weekday’,[Order Date]),3)WHEN “Sun” THEN 0 WHEN “Mon” THEN 1 

WHEN “Tue” THEN 2 WHEN “Wed” THEN 3 WHEN “Thu” THEN 4 WHEN “Fri” THEN 5 WHEN 

“Sat” THEN 6 END 

If you need to include numeric comparisons in your conditions, use a nested IF clause. The CASE 

function compares strings only. For example, suppose you want to break the values of the Sales 

field into three custom categories: one for sales less than 200, one for sales between 200 and 

300, and one for sales between 300 and 400. The formula would be: 

IF [Sales] < 200 THEN "Low"ELSEIF [Sales] < 300 THEN "Medium"ELSEIF [Sales] < 400 THEN 

"High"ELSE "NULL"END 

IIF(test, then, else, [unknown]) 

Use the IIF function to perform logical tests and return appropriate values. The first 

argument, test, must be a boolean: either a boolean field in the data source, or the result of a 

logical expression using operators (or a logical comparison of AND, OR, or NOT). 

If test evaluates to TRUE, then IIF returns the then value. If test evaluates to FALSE, then IIF 

returns the else value. 

A boolean comparison may also yield the value UNKNOWN (neither TRUE nor FALSE), usually 

due to the presence of Null values in test. The final argument to IIF is returned in the event of 

an UNKNOWN result for the comparison. If this argument is left out, Null is returned. 

Examples 

IIF(7>5, “Seven is greater than five”, “Seven is less than five”) 

IIF([Cost]>[Budget Cost], “Over Budget”, “Under Budget”) 

IIF([Budget Sales]!=0,[Sales]/[Budget Sales],0) 

IIF(Sales>=[Budget Sales], “Over Cost Budget and Over Sales Budget”, “Over Cost Budget and 

Under Sales Budget”),”Under Cost Budget”) 

IF test THEN value END / IF test THEN value ELSE else END 
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Use the IF THEN ELSE function to perform logical tests and return appropriate values. The IF 

THEN ELSE function evaluates a sequence of test conditions and returns the value for the first 

condition that is true. If no condition is true, the ELSE value is returned. Each test must be a 

boolean: either be a boolean field in the data source or the result of a logical expression. The 

final ELSE is optional, but if it is not provided and there is no true test expression, then the 

function returns Null. All of the value expressions must be of the same type. 

Examples 

IF [Cost]>[Budget Cost] THEN “Over Budget” ELSE “Under Budget” END 

IF [Budget Sales]!=0 THEN [Sales]/[Budget Sales] END 

IF test1 THEN value1 ELSEIF test2 THEN value2 ELSE else END 

Use this version of the IF function to perform logical tests recursively. There is no built-in limit 

to the number of ELSEIFvalues you can use with an IF function, though individual databases 

may impose a limit on IF function complexity. While an IF function can be rewritten as a series 

of nested IIF statements, there are differences in how the expressions will be evaluated. In 

particular, an IIF statement distinguishes TRUE, FALSE and UNKNOWN, whereas an IF statement 

only worries about TRUE and not true (which includes both FALSE and UNKNOWN). 

Example 

IF [Region]=”West” THEN 1 ELSEIF [Region]=”East” THEN 2 ELSE 3 END 

IFNULL(expression1, expression2) 

The IFNULL function returns the first expression if the result is not null, and returns the second 

expression if it is null. 

Example 

IFNULL([Proft], 0) = [Profit] 

ISDATE(string) 

The ISDATE function returns TRUE if the string argument can be converted to a date 

and FALSE if it cannot. 

Examples 

ISDATE("January 1, 2003") = TRUE 

ISDATE("Jan 1 2003") = TRUE 

ISDATE("1/1/03") = TRUE 

ISDATE("Janxx 1 2003") = FALSE 

ISNULL(expression) 
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The ISNULL function returns TRUE if the expression is Null and FALSE if it is not. 

MIN(expression) or MIN(expression1,expression2) 

The MIN function returns the minimum of an expression across all records or the minimum of 

two expressions for each record. 

 

Aggregate Functions 

Aggregations and floating-point arithmetic: The results of some aggregations may not always 

be exactly as expected. For example, you may find that the Sum function returns a value such 

as -1.42e-14 for a column of numbers that you know should sum to exactly 0. This happens 

because the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 754 floating-point standard 

requires that numbers be stored in binary format, which means that numbers are sometimes 

rounded at extremely fine levels of precision. You can eliminate this potential distraction by 

using the ROUND function (see Number Functions) or by formatting the number to show fewer 

decimal places. 

AVG(expression) 

Returns the average of all the values in the expression. AVG can be used with numeric fields 

only. Null values are ignored. 

COUNT(expression) 

Returns the number of items in a group. Null values are not counted. 

COUNTD(expression) 

Returns the number of distinct items in a group. Null values are not counted. This function is 

not available if you are connected to MS Excel, MS Access, or a text file. You can extract your 

data into an extract file to gain this functionality. See Extracting Data. 

 

 

 

Charts: 

 

Barchart 

     In tableau bar chart is the great way to compare the categorical data across 

     the multiple dimensions .in tableau 3 different types of bar chart are available. 

              1. horizontal bar chart 

http://onlinehelp.tableau.com/v8.0/pro/online/en-us/functions_functions_number.html
http://onlinehelp.tableau.com/v8.0/pro/online/en-us/extracting_data.html
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              2. Stacked bar chart 

              3.side by side bar chart 

 

Horizontal bar chart 

                    In this bar chart each and every categorical information it displays 

                    a separate bar. The minimum requirement are zero or more dimensions 

                    and one or more measures. 

 

Stacked bar chart: 

 

                 In the stacked bar chart all the categorical information will be displayed 

                 in a single bar. The minimum requirement to create a stacked bar chart one 

or more dimensions and one or more measures. 

 

Side by side bar chart: 

 

                 Side by side bar chart require at least three fields .in Side by side bar chart 

                 tableau displays all the categories side by side in three different chart. 

                 The minimum requirement to create a Side by side bar chart one or more dimensions 

and one or more measures. 

Line chart 

   In tableau the best way to perform the time series analysis is with the help of a line chart. 

   Line chart is the easy and best way to analyses the tends over the period of time .in tableau 

   two types of line chart are available. 

                          1. Desecrate line chart 

                          2. Continuous line chart 

 

  the minimum requirement to create desecrate line charts are one desecrate date field, zero or 

more dimensions one or more measures. the minimum  requirement to create continuous line 

charts are  one continuous date fields, zero or more dimensions one or more measures. 

 

 

 Note: 

       With out the dimension also in tableau we can create the line chart. 

       This best way to perform time series analysis is using a line chart. 

 

Area chart 
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 Area chart are the advanced to the line charts. area chart fills the portion of the charts based 

on the measure value. Whereas line charts simply displays a single line. 

                          The area chart is available in two types 

                                   1. Discreet area chart 

                                    2.continue area chart 

 

       

 Note: 

               To create an area chart it requires a date field .If the data field is of type discrete then 

such a kind of chart is known as continuous area chart. Minimum requirement 1 data field, zero 

or more Dimensions, one or more measures. 

 

 

Text table 

     In tableau if you want to represent complete information with all the details the most 

offently used chart is text table. and also it reduce the chance of misrepresenting of the data 

.the text table is also known as pivot table or across tab 

 

Gantt view 

        Gantt view is known as project management chart .It is mainly used to displays the various 

activities and tasks in the project with the time require to complete those tasks. It is more 

useful when show dependency among the various tasks. This type of chat is very helpful when 

the no of activities is limited to 30 are less than 30. Otherwise the chart becomes to week and it 

is very difficult to understand. To create Gantt view we need at least one data field. that data 

field is continuous dates. 

 

Scatter plot 

       In tableau if you want to compare two or more measures the best available chart is scatter 

plot. Scatter plot Scatter plot are offensively  used to identify any relationship between two or 

more measures by floating them in  the coordinates system by taking four quarters q1,q2,q3,q4 

the minimum requirement are zero or more dimensions two to four measures. It is very useful 

in real time. The most widely accepted chart. 

 

Bullet graph 
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       Bullet graph displays the variations of the bar chart efficiently .It is the new feature from 

table 8. 

        The minimum requirement are zero or ore dimensions and two measures. 

Packed bubbles 

         It is also a new feature from tableau 8.To display the proportion values more efficiency 

way  the  best option available is packed bubble. To do the limitation of the pie chart we can't 

 design  the pie chart with more slices the alternative available for the pie chart is packed but 

minimum   requirement are one or more dimensions .one ore more two measures. 

Pie chart 

     In tableau the great way to display the proportion data is with help of a pie chart for the best 

practice always limit the pie chart to 12 slices, if the pie chart contains more than 12 slices then 

pie chart is very complex and difficult to understand .minimum requirement to create a pie 

chart are one or more dimensions and one or two measures. 

Maps 

    In tableau if you want build any maps we have to make use of the geographic field co-

ordinates   called as latitude and longitude .if our data source contains Geo-graphic fields 

tableau   automatically created latitude and the longitude which gets the measure tab of the 

data window. 

 

  Types of maps; 

       In tableau we are having two types of maps 

      1.Symbol map 
 
      2.Filled map 
 
Symbol map :-  
 
           If you are indicating each and every Geo graphic value with a special symbol in the 
 
           map then such a kind of map is known as symbol map. to  create a map are 
 
           the minimum requirement to one geographic field, zero or more dimension 
 
           and zero or two measures. 
 
 Filled map; - 
 
         If you are indicating each and every geographic value with a filled portion 
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         in the map then such a kind of map is known as filled map. 
 
        to create a map are the minimum requirement to one geographic field, 
 
         zero or more dimension and zero or one measures. Note:  without measure also we can 
create maps in tableau. 
 
Map option: 
         In tableau the map options are available only for the online maps .The different types of 
map options available are 
    1.Map back ground style          

    2.Map layers 
    3.data layers 
 
Map back ground style; 
 
                     With this option we can change the background color of each and every map in the 
 tableau three different map styles are available. 

1. Light 

2. Dark 

3. Normal 

 Map layers    to each and every map in the tableau we can add more layers based in 

the requirement. 

Data layers 

           Even to map we can add the data if the data is available in the map server. 

Circle chart 

     To compare the multi categorical data in the less spaces the best available chart is circle 

chart .the minimum requirement to create a circle charts are one or more dimensions and one 

or more measures. 

                         Circle chart are two types 

                                        1.Circle views 

                                        2.side by side circles 

Tree map 

        Tree map are the great way to display the hierarchy data in the form of a nested 
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rectangles. The minimum requirements are to create tree maps one or more dimensions and 

one or two measures. 

Heat map 

       Heat map are the great way to represent the numbers in the form of a table or grid in such 

a way that the bigger size smaller numbers are displayed bigger size and smaller numbers are 

displayed in the smaller size and also bigger numbers will be encoded in dark colors smaller 

numbers in the light color. The minimum requirement is one or more dimension and one or two 

measures.  

  Note: 

    Heat map is the new feature from tableau 8 it is not available in the show me up to tableau 7. 

Histograms 

      Histograms are the best way to represent the distribution of the values. In tableau we can 

      able to build two types of histograms.     

       1. Traditional histograms 

           2.conventional histograms 

 Traditional histograms; 

              traditional histograms just displays the distribution of the values. 

Conventional histograms 

  conventional histograms displays the distribution of the values along with cumulative 

percentage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tableau Interview Questions: 

1. Difference Between Live and Extract 

2. Difference between twb and twbx. 

3. What is Tde file. 

4. How to display top 5 and last 5 in same view. 

5. Difference between discreate and continuous. 

6. Difference Between Quick Filter and normal filter. 

7. Types of filters in tableau. 

8. Difference between versions, 8.0,8.1,8.2,8.3 and 9.0 

9. Use of parameters in tableau 
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10. Limitations of parameters in tableau 

11. What kind of join do you see in data blending 

12. What is data blending, when do you use this 

13. Can we use group and sets in calculation field 

14. Difference between grouping and sets 

15. What is context filter 

16. What is dual axis 

17. Can we use parameters in filters 

18. What are the file extensions in tableau 

19. Difference between filter and parameter 

20. Different types of dashboard actions 

21. What are different products of tableau 

22. Difference between tableau desktop and public 

23. Types of annotations 

24. Difference between tree map and heat map 

25. Name the components of dashboard 

26. What is blended axis 

27. What are disadvantage of context filters? 

28. What are the possible reasons for slow performance in Tableau? 

29. How can we combine database and flat file data in tableau desktop? 

30. How to add custom Color to Tableau? 

31. How we can display top 5 and last 5 sales in same view? 

32. How we can create cascading filters without context filter ? 

33. How many ways we can create parameters in tableau? 

34. Can we get values from two different sources as a single input into parameter? 

35. How do we do testing in Tableau? 

36. What do you understand by dual axis? 

37. Differentiate between heat map and tree map? 

38. Can we keep an excel file in a shared location and use it to progress a report and refresh 

it in regular intervals? 

39. Explain Dimensions and Facts? 

40. Differentiate between joining and blending in Tableau? 

41. What is the Maximum no of tables we can join in Tableau? 

42. Explain benefit of tableau extract file over the live connection? 

43. How To remove the All options from a Tableau auto-filter? 
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Thanks  

 

***** Have a Great Future ***** 

 

**************************************** 


